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Abstract—Emotion research in the area of software engi-
neering has gained significant attention. Mostly this research
has been focused on understanding the role of emotions in
software programming carried out within collaborative software
development environments. With the purpose of providing more
evidence on emotion research in early stages of the software life
cycle, in this paper, we report results of a live study conducted
in competitive conditions. The main objective of the study
is to analyze the emotions expressed by competitors, when
perform verification tasks with the support of CoSTest, a model-
driven testing tool. Our results show that participants tend to
experience more positive emotions (e.g., attentive, alert, active)
than negative emotions (upset, hostile, afraid) when verification
tasks are performed in an online contest.

Index Terms—emotion, stress, verification, conceptual mod-
els, perceived usefulness

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that stress has a negative impact on
the quality of products, as it increases workers error rates
[1]. Stress can also have a negative effect on a person’s
mood, which can influence on his/her working mode [2].
Consequently, it is reasonable to investigate the influence of
emotions on this particular group of professionals related to
software engineering. Several studies have been conducted
to try to find the relationship between the software devel-
oper’s emotions and productivity (e.g., [3], [4], [5]). Most of
the studies focus on understanding the role of emotions,
by applying sentiment analysis to the textual developer-
generated content in development environments [6]. How-
ever, the study of emotions in early stages of a software
development process has not been yet well investigated. In
[7], we proposed the design of a live study for analyzing
emotions experienced by competitors, playing the role of
software analysts, when verify conceptual models (CM) with
the support of a testing tool, named CosTest [8]. Although
the live study was accepted to run in SEmotion 20201, it
had to be adapted since the event went virtual. For this
purpose, we reuse and adapt the original live study proposal
[7] regarding research questions and experiment procedure.
In this paper, we report the first results of running our
adapted live study run in two online contests. Also, we

1https://semotion.github.io/2020/program.html

discuss some limitations that we have experienced during
both competitions in virtual mode.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the adaptation of our original live
study design. Results are provided in Section III, where
we report the flow of emotional states experienced by our
competitors as well as their perceptions on usefulness of the
testing tool used for detecting defects in CMs. In Section
IV, we discuss the limitations in addressing validity threats
of our study. Finally, conclusions and further work are
discussed in Section V.

II. STUDY (RE-)DESIGN

The present study is based on the design of the live study
proposed for SEmotion [7]. However, as it could not be
conducted by following the original plan, we had to reuse
and adapt this proposal in terms of the objective, research
questions and data collection procedure. This was because
of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic,
which forced us to move from an In-Person workshop to a
fully online event. In this section, we present the actual
design used for running our experiment in competitive
conditions.

A. Goal, Research Questions, Variables and Metrics

The objective of the experimental study is double: first,
we aim to analyze the emotional states experienced by com-
petitors when verify conceptual models with the support of
a testing tool. Secondly, evaluate the perceived usefulness
of a testing tool. From our objectives, the following research
questions are derived:

RQ1: How was the flow of emotional states during the
correction of defects tasks?
RQ2: Is the testing tool perceived as useful to support
the correction of conceptual models?

From the research questions, the following variables were
identified: independent variables: (i) the CoSTest tool that is
used to automatically detect defects in conceptual models.
(ii) The selected conceptual models (CM), and (iii) the
defects injected into the CMs. As dependent variables: we
identified the following variables: 1) user emotional state
that is measured by self-report questionnaires based on the



International Positive and Negative Affect Schedule Short
Form (I-PANAS-SF) [9], [10], the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)
for stress, adapted from [11]; and the Subjective Units
of Distress Scale (SUDS) [12] (see Section II-C1 for more
details); 2) perceived usefulness defined as the individual’s
perception to use the CoSTest tool for enhancing or im-
proving her/his performance in correcting defects.

B. Participants and Experimental Context

The experiment involved 16 volunteer subjects (14 men
and two women), who accepted an invitation to participate
in a live study. 69% of the participants belong to a age range
between 21 and 28 years old.

The live study was conducted in the context of a ver-
ification contest to correct defects of a set of conceptual
schemes by using a testing tool, named CoSTest [8] to
detect defects, and an UML editor to correct the conceptual
schemas (i.e., UML class diagram). Thus, a CM is considered
correct if the model is absent of defects. For the contest, the
winner was determined by the total number of corrected
defects in the CMs in less time. The subjects have not prior
domain knowledge of the artifacts (CM with defects), which
were created by the researchers. But, a prior knowledge and
experience on modeling UML class diagrams using tools or
editors (e.g., UML2Tools editor2) was highly required.

We run two contests: The first one was carried out
as part of the SEmotion 2020 live study track3, which
included 2 participants (S15 and S16 in Table I). Due to
this low number of participants, we decided to repeat the
study in running the contest as part of an online mini-
course. An invitation was sent to undergraduate students
from Computer Science of the Universidad Nacional de
San Agustin (Peru) and Universidad de Cuenca (Ecuador).
The duration of the course was two hours4. Although the
course counted with 33 attendees, only 14 participated in
the competition (S1 - S14 in Table I).

C. Instrumentation

1) Questionnaire: We implement a web-based survey
using Google Forms, which was composed by three sets
of questions regarding:

• Demographic data; we ask about sex, range of age,
educational background and domain expertise.

• Emotion state; where we use the following instru-
ments: the I-PANAS-SF questionnaire that is a list
of 10 adjectives used to describe different emotional
states: 5 states of Positive Affect (PA) and 5 states
of Negative Affect (NA). The PA scale measures ac-
tivity and pleasure, while the NA scale relates to fear
and stress [13]. The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is a
measurement instrument for assessing anxiety/stress
level [11] and was used at different moments during
the contest with a 6-point scale. This instrument uses

2https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/?project=uml2tools
3https://kusisqa-project.github.io/semotion2020/
4https://kusisqa-project.github.io/costest2020/

commonly a horizontal line to represent a range of
values, from the minimum to the maximum value,
so that subject marks a point on the range where
he/she perceives his/her anxiety/stress state. Lastly, the
Subjective Units of Distress Scale (SUDS) [12] used to
measure the intensity of distress in the subject, this
tool is rated on a scale from 0 (totally relaxed) to 10
(highest anxiety/distress that you have ever felt).

• Experiment feedback, a post-questionnaire that in-
cludes open questions about the instrumentation, the
timing allocated for each phase, and complexity of the
verification task.

2) Verification tasks: During the contest, the participants
have to verify and correct defects in two conceptual models:
CM1 which models a Super Stationery system, and CM2
that represents a Photography Agency system. Following the
verification task proposed in [7], each CM has associated
six test cases to be run using the CoSTest tool, each test
case is used to verify the presence of one defect in the
corresponding CM. After running the test cases, CoSTest
displays a list of defects that can be corrected in any order.
Participants have to re-run the test cases to verify the
correctness of the changes. The participant will be focused
first on CM1, having the possibility to upload his/her
solution or skip to continue with CM2. For carrying out
the contest, we provide the participants with the following
material: (i) a virtual machine for VirtualBox5 with all the
software required for this contest, (ii) a brief description of
each information system modeled in CM1 and CM2, and
(iii) an example test suite (each one with six test cases) to
be used during the training phase.

Regarding other materials, only the consent form was
slightly modified with respect to the data collected since
originally we had considered to use a wearable device for
sensing physiological data and measuring stress in real-
time.

D. Procedure

The adapted procedure is shown in Fig. 1 and its three
main stages are explained below.

• Preparation: as the first stage, the details about the
experiment were explained and the informed consent
form was read and signed by the participants. Next, as
the CoSTest could be a new tool for the participants,
we give training for about 30 minutes that included
instructions to configure the virtual machine and the
execution of the verification process using a test CM.
After training, we need to uniform the emotional state
of all participants (e.g., someone could come to the
experiment already stressed) to avoid the influence of
previous emotions; for that reason, participants are
asked to stay quiet and watch a video to get relaxed,
then they reported their current level of stress in LSt1

(see the Preparation module in Fig. 1).

5https://www.virtualbox.org/
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Fig. 1. Procedure carried out within a virtual contest. Adapted from [7].

• Correction contest: this stage takes about 50 minutes
and its activities can be seen in the Experiment module
of Fig. 1. All participants begin verifying and correcting
defects of the CM1 using the provided resources (e.g.,
test cases, description of the CM) and the CoSTest
tool to list the defects (see Subsection II-C2 for more
details regarding the verification tasks). It is important
to remark that participants are able to submit their
solution at any time as they consider within this stage.
Once the solution is uploaded, the participant reports
his perceived level of stress at that moment (LSt2) and
he has the option to continue with the CM2 executing
the same process or skip it.

• Post-experiment: after finish the contest, participants
are asked to complete a brief demographic ques-
tionnaire, self-response emotional questionnaires to
report their perceived emotions during the contest,
and give information on the perceived usefulness of
CoSTest and feedback for improving the experiment
(see Subsection II-C1 for more details about these
questionnaires). After processing all submissions of
the participants, we reward the participant who has
corrected more defects during the contest.

The list of times that were originally allocated for each stage
of the study is shown in Fig. 1, which was used only with
participants from the online mini-course. For the live study
run in SEmotion, the duration of the contest (experiment
stage) was 30 min and the time of the CoSTest training was
reduced to 15 minutes.

TABLE I
LEVEL OF STRESS (LS) REPORTED AFTER THREE STAGES BASED ON THE VAS

SCALE AND THEIR CHANGES (CH) IN RELATION TO THE PREVIOUS STAGE.
ALSO, THE LS REPORTED USING THE SUDS SCALE (LSsu ).

ID LSt1 LSt2 Ch1 LSt3 Ch2 LSsu
S1 6 6 0 4 -2 1
S2 2 3 +1 4 +1 5
S3 2 4 +2 N/R - 3
S4 3 3 0 3 0 7
S5 2 4 +2 N/R - 7
S6 3 3 0 3 0 5
S7 2 3 +1 N/R - 6
S8 2 2 0 1 -1 0
S9 3 3 0 N/R - 5

S10 2 1 -1 N/R - 1
S11 1 3 +2 N/R - 10
S12 2 2 0 2 0 7
S13 3 5 +2 6 +1 10
S14 1 3 +2 5 +2 7
S15 1 3 +2 N/R - 0
S16 1 4 +3 N/R - 7

Avg 2.3 3.2 3.5 5
SD 1.2 1.2 1.6 3.2

Mode 2 3 0,+2 4 0 7

III. RESULTS

A. RQ1: Flow of emotional states

As can be seen in Fig. 1, there are three stages where
subjects reported their level of perceived stress (LS): the
first one after watching the relaxing video (LSt1); and the
last two ones after analyzing/correcting defects in CM1 and
CM2 (LSt2 and LSt3, respectively). Table I presents the data
reported by the sixteen subjects (Sx). In the column LSt1,
we can observe that the 94% of subjects achieved a relaxed
state (≤ 3), which can indicate us i.e., the selected video
was helpful for the relaxation stage. Then, focusing on the
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Fig. 2. Overview of different emotions perceived by the subjects (in a 5-point scale, based on the I-PANAS-SF [10]) for participating in the contest
correcting defects.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of levels of stress (redimensioned to the same scale
[0 - 5]) reported in LSt2, LSt3, and LSsu per each subject.

first change (Ch1) from LSt1 to LSt2, we found that most
of the participants (except S10 who decreased one level)
maintain (38% have 0 as value) or increase their level of
stress (e.g., 12% of participants increased their stress in one
level (+1), and 38% did in two levels (+2)). This change
could due to that analyzing and correcting defects in CMs
for first time using a new testing tool can be a hard task.
In column LSt3, we note that half of participants did not
provide a response (i.e., N/R) because they decided to omit
the correction of CM2 during the contest. This decision was
mainly because of the lack of time for completing the task.
However, for some of the participants who analyze/correct
defects of CM2, their level of stress was maintained (0 is
the value in Ch2) in comparison with LSt2.

Regarding the data collected after the experiment (see

Fig. 1), we first examined the responses gave by the subjects
using the I-PANAS-SF questionnaire [10]. It can be seen
from the Fig. 2 that some negative affects (e.g., upset, hos-
tile, afraid) were not experienced by most of the participants
during the contest (i.e., answers are “a little" or “not at all").
However, the affect nervous was experienced very intensely
because of the nature of the experimental context (i.e., a
competition). About positive affects (i.e., inspired, deter-
mined, attentive, active, alert), all of them were experienced
by the participants (i.e., answers are “moderately", “quite a
bit" or “extremely"), being the emotions inspired and active
more frequent in the participants. This tendency to feel
more positive affects than negative ones might be due to
the type of task (correcting defects in the CMs).

Regarding the data collected through the question based
on the SUDS scale [12], the scores assigned by the subjects
can be seen in the last column of Table I. The question
was formulated for analyzing the anxiety/distress perceived
when the corrections were not successful after applying
modifications in the CM. In order to compare the LS values
gathered in each stage (during and after the contest), the
corresponding scales were redimensioned to 5 points scale.
Fig. 3 shows this comparison between LSt2, LSt3, and LSsu .
From the figure, we can infer that some subjects (e.g., S2,
S5, S6, S9, S10, S13, S14, S16) perceived distress (LSt2 and
LSt3) due to that their attempts for correcting defects in
the CM were not successful. We can also see that only
four subjects (S4, S7, S11, S12) reported higher levels of
distress than those that were reported during the contest
(LSt2 and LSt3). These observations suggest that most of
the participants were more relaxed after uploading their
solutions during the competition. Finally, S3, S8 and S15



experienced low anxiety/distress for bad solutions. Given
that S3 and S8 were part of the organized online mini-
course, we think that their low distress/anxiety might be
due to that their motivation to participate in the contest
was more on learning the testing tool than winning the
contest. And in the case of subject S15, we think that it
could be due to that the contest was carried out only with
S16 as part of the SEmotion 2020 live study. Moreover, we
realized that both were coworkers of the same institution.

B. RQ2: Perceived usefulness of a testing tool for verifying
CMs

During the post-experiment stage, subjects answered six
questions formulated in 5-point Likert scale (i.e., from
strongly disagree to strongly agree). These questions are
related to whether the testing tool (i.e., CoSTest) would be
useful in their jobs. We first conducted a reliability analysis
on these six questions. The reliability was conducted using
the Chronbach alpha. The generic value obtained was 0.82,
indicating that the items are reliable.

To answer RQ2, firstly the scores of each subject were
averaged over the different items relevant for measuring
PU. This way, we obtained a mean value for each subject.
Then, for verifying whether these scores assigned by the
competitors were significantly better than the middle score
on the Likert scale for an item, we used the one-tailed
sample t-test 6, which was applied with a significance level
of 5 %, i.e., alpha = 0.05. According to the results shown
in Table III, we corroborated empirically that the CoSTest
tool is perceived as useful for performing their task (CM
verification).

Finally, we calculated the frequency distribution on the
scores given by the subjects to each item (see Fig. 4).
From this figure, we observed that around 55% of subjects
responded “agree" or “strongly agree". This means that
participants are highly interested in using the tool in future
activities. For instance, 69% of subjects agreed with the item
I3: Using CoSTest in my job would increase my productivity.
However, we also note that some participants were neutral,
by answering "neither agree neither disagree". This neutral
answer from this group of subjects could be due to a
full interaction with the CoSTest tool might not have been
completed. In this respect, it is important to remark that
eight participants did not manage to finish the correction
task of any CM.

IV. THREATS TO VALIDITY

A. Internal validity

This validity is related to factors in the experiments (e.g.,
place, settings) that could affect the observed variables.
We identified two possible threats: experiment settings;
we mitigate this threat by performing both experiments
in similar conditions for each participant (i.e., material,
verification tasks, rules of contest). For example, the settings

6This statistical test was used because the data distribution was normal

TABLE II
INTER-ITEM CORRELATION MATRIX.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6
Q1 1.000 .179 .256 .179 .434 .399
Q2 .179 1.000 .524 .574 .165 .382
Q3 .256 .524 1.000 .359 .398 .254
Q4 .179 .574 .359 1.000 .655 .676
Q5 .434 .165 .398 .655 1.000 .868
Q6 .399 .382 .254 .676 .868 1.000

TABLE III
ONE-SAMPLE TEST.

Test Value = 3

t df
Sig.

(2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
95% Confidence Interval

of the Difference

Lower Upper
PU 4.770 15 .000 .61458 .3400 .8892

of the required tools (i.e., CoSTest and UML2Tools Editor)
were pre-defined on the virtual machine for simplifying the
software installation. However, despite we notified partic-
ipants two weeks before the experiment, 19 subjects did
not download the virtual machine, as consequence, they did
not participate in the experiment. The other threat is about
emotions of participants before starting the experiment; to
mitigate this threat, we have planned a relaxing phase (i.e.,
participants watched a video 7) to uniform the emotions.

B. Construct validity

The used instruments in the experiments are based
on questionnaires with self-reported responses and con-
sequently, participants could hide information about their
emotional states or personal information; nevertheless, this
threat is mitigated through our privacy and confidentiality
terms that specify their information and responses are
going to be anonymous. Furthermore, the selected instru-
ments are well known and have been used in other works to
measure emotions [14], [15]. Additionally, we used an inter-
item correlation analysis to evaluate the construct validity
of our response variable based on user perceptions (see
Table II).

C. External validity

This issue is about the generalization of our results;
a possible threat could be the selection of participants.
However, we think this threat was mitigated by invit-
ing participants (i.e., attendees from SEmotion and mini-
course) that have different personalities, experiences and
educational backgrounds, such as master/PhD students,
senior researchers, and practitioners from the Software
Engineering community.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of the present research was to analyze the
emotional states of competitors when correct defects in

7https://youtu.be/1La4QzGeaaQ
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Fig. 4. Frequency distribution on the perceived usefulness by the subjects after using the CoSTest tool.

conceptual models, which can be detected with the support
of a testing tool. This study has found that generally,
the competitors can increase their levels of stress when a
new testing tool is used for first time. Furthermore, the
nervousness is also experienced very intensively due to the
competitive nature of the contest. However, we have noted
that the presence of positive emotions (e.g., attentive, alert,
active) is higher than negative ones in this type of contest
because the task of correcting defects in CMs involves
problem-solving skills.

Regarding the perceived usefulness, we corroborated em-
pirically that the CoSTest tool was perceived as useful
for performing CM verification. As one of the major lim-
itations of this study was that emotions were measured
only through a set of self-response questionnaires, further
empirical research is needed to understand the influence
of emotions on efficiency for verifying conceptual models
within a Model-driven development context. We plan to
replicate the study, by using wearable sensors not only for
validating our stress detector [2], but also for creating our
own public physiological dataset.
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